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I recently introduced research on the cell danger response (CDR), a hypothesis proposed by UC
San Diego professor Robert Naviaux, MD, PhD, that offers a new paradigm for understanding
disease.

Part of why I’ve been so excited to learn of his work and share his research about chronic
fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) is that it supports and adds to the broad, diverse and growing
body of research that I discuss here on Chronic Illness Trauma Studies.
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The Cell Danger Response
The cell danger response is a natural process by which our mitochondria protect and defend
themselves and our bodies from threats such as infections, toxins, physical and psychological
trauma and other environmental stressors.
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The cell danger response is also a healthy way our bodies heal after injury.

“The healing process is a dynamic circle that starts with injury and ends with recovery.

The molecular features of this process are universal,” said Naviaux, who also directs the
Mitochondrial and Metabolic Disease Center at UC San Diego.

As Naviaux explains, the process of disease happens when this healthy, protective cellular
response gets stuck.

“Chronic disease results when cells are caught in a repeating loop of incomplete recovery and re-
injury, unable to fully heal.

This biology is at the root of virtually every chronic illness known.

In his 2018 paper, “Metabolic features and regulation of the healing cycle—A new model for
chronic disease pathogenesis and treatment,” Naviaux describes how understanding the cell
danger response and its characteristics will completely change our understanding and
approach to chronic disease .

Understanding the CDR will change how we diagnose, treat and prevent chronic illnesses of all
kinds. It may help make some of these chronic diseases reversible by blocking patterns linked
to the excessive and prolonged signaling of danger by ATP. Naviaux demonstrated in a small
initial pilot study using this approach to treat autism with a single dose of a drug  that
interrupts the CDR at the level of ATP activity (discussed in Dr. Naviaux’ video presentation
below). The children with autism experienced temporary but significant improvements .

Characteristics of the cell danger response offer insights that help people make sense of their
symptoms and how to work with them.

Here, I integrate Naviaux’ studies on processes that occur at the cellular level ,  with our
understanding of how the nervous system shapes chronic disease through interactions with
environmental stressors , . , , .

Naviaux’ extensive command of the detailed biochemistry starts with a description of 2 roles
for adeonsine triphosphate (ATP). The first and most well known is that ATP works inside the
cell to produce energy. The second function, however, occurs outside the cell when ATP
supports the process of defense.

The presentation below provides a fascinating explanation for the cell danger response that
coincides with how somatically based clinicians who help people heal from trauma  also
understand the role of threat, which is that it aims to imprint particularly threatening
experiences so that we recognize similar situations very quickly in the future as a way of
maximizing our chances of survival.

Both approaches – interrupting ATP release with a drug and somatically based trauma
therapies – may be working with similar mechanisms.

(1)

(2)

(3) (4)

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
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You can watch the entire video or start at 1:38 until approximately 4 minutes, during which
time Dr. Naviaux introduces ATP and how it works in the body and as part of the CDR.

PRESENTATION VIDEO – Dr. Naviaux  on Vimeo. This is the article he cites about the cell
danger response.

Rather than attempting to explain cellular functions, I offer examples of similar patterns that
occur on a larger scale and that are suggested by what we know about the physiology of fight,
flight and freeze. This introduces some of the ways in which the cellular defense model can
explain a single unifying theory for all kinds of different diseases.

Given what we’re learning about how to heal nervous system perceptions of threat  and
prolonged patterns of fight, flight and freeze, the new science suggests chronic illness may be
more reversible than we’ve realized.

Over time, a number of different approaches may very well emerge from this way of thinking,
including medications that may diffuse or interrupt cell danger responses and allow the body
to heal and recover as it is designed to do.

The Cell Danger Response is Triggered by Environmental
Stressors

Many people with chronic illness become sick after some kind of trigger, which I refer to as
adverse pre-onset experience (an “APOE”) .
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Naviaux and other researchers have found that similar types of environmental stressors can
be grouped into a small number of categories. Environmental stressors that trigger the onset
of chronic illness include:

biological stressors (infectious from viruses, bacteria, fungi such as mold, parasites and
more)
chemical stressors (such as toxins)
physical trauma (from an accident, a burn, surgery, massive infections that can harm
and destroy tissue, abuse)
psychological trauma (events that feel overwhelming or difficult to cope with such as the
loss of a loved one, divorce, financial struggle, childhood emotional neglect; living with
chronic disease, which typically has no known cure and is potentially life-threatening)

As Naviaux explains, these are triggers of illness but they are not the cause of disease.

Their common denominator, as he states in a presentation to the chronic fatigue research
organization the Open Medicine Foundation, is that they all “ring the same bell.“

This bell is the cell danger response.

Viewed from this emerging paradigm, the effects of different types of environmental stressors
add up to trigger the onset of disease.

The common factor in a given disease is not the trigger, but the CDR that these stressors
trigger, which is the same for any given disease.

In ME/CFS, for example, the different environmental stressors all trigger a hypometabolic
CDR .

In a future post I’ll write about why some people develop chronic diseases when others do not,
why different CDRs get triggered and factors that influence this, as well as how triggers are the
last straw rather than the cause of disease.

Diseases Arise From the Body’s Response to
Environmental Stressors

(10)
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In this new paradigm of disease, symptoms arise because a cell danger response gets stuck in
the “on” position and can’t complete it’s healing cycle to turn itself back off as it is designed to
do.

In other words, diseases are not each caused by unique sets of broken enzymes, faulty genes
or missing chemicals. They result from the body’s innate, natural survival responses to
environmental stressors that gets stuck or prolonged.

These cell danger response states cause low or altered enyzmes, lead to missing chemicals,
and alter how genes function but they do so on purpose, even though that purpose may no
longer be helpful or supportive to survival and health.

Cell danger responses can also damage tissues, make cell walls leaky, increase or decrease
cortisol or insulin and other chemicals and hormones, and can also cause planned cell death,
inflammation and other characteristics of disease as part of their survival responses that have
gotten stuck unable to recover.

“Emerging evidence shows that most chronic illnesses are caused by the biological reaction to an
injury, not the initial injury or the agent of the injury.

The illness occurs because the body is unable to complete the healing process.” (Naviaux, 2018,
page 1)

Naviaux shared this view in a presentation to the Open Medicine Foundation in 2017 using the
image of a flower to emphasize how the center area represents a CDR and each petal a
different disease that can arise from each unique type of CDR.
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From this perspective, prolonged CDRs drive symptoms that cause over 100 of our most
common diseases (see more in table 1 of Naviaux 2018  article):

ME/CFS (2016 study)
fibromyalgia
asthma
Alzheimer’s
Parkinson’s
POTS
lupus
MS
PTSD
bipolar disorder
chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)
chronic infections (fungal, bacteria, viral, parasitic)
type 1 diabetes
type 2 diabetes
rheumatoid arthritis
sjogren’s
and many more

Cell Danger Responses are Intelligent, Survival
Mechanisms that are Many and Varied
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Examples of natural, innate, intelligent self-protective responses of the cell danger response
include the following. I list these to give you an idea of overt types of healthy responses to
threat and injury that, if exaggerated or prolonged, would look like and lead to different
diseases.

healing physical wounds: the body constricts blood vessels and clots blood to slow
bleeding at the site of a wound, makes some cells swell and become red as they get
porous to allow white blood cells and nutrients in. This is the healthy use of
inflammation that brings in tools for healing and protection from infection.
changing blood vessel size: the width and narrowness of blood vessels vary in order to
increase delivery of substances such as oxygen or nutrients such as during exercise or
after a wound or to reduce distribution of chemicals such as infections
resolving infections, such as strep throat, bronchitis or pneumonia: the body attacks,
immobilizes and removes viruses and other pathogens; it brings in white blood cells
through inflammation, changes communication with other cells, and sometimes kills its
own cells to remove infections and further protect the body
clearing toxins: the body eliminates toxins through our blood, lungs or kidneys and
sometimes sequesters toxins deep inside cells if it is unable to release them or gets
overwhelmed by more than it can handle
engaging fight flight: these are mobilization responses that arise when we are faced
with external threats. Sympathetic arousal states makes sugar more available as a fuel
for muscles, increase breathing and heart rate to circulate more oxygen and sugar,
widens our pupils so we can see the threat more clearly, etc
freezing to out wait overwhelming threat : the freeze response arises when a threat
cannot be overcome by fighting or fleeing. Freeze involves shutting down cell functions
that are not necessary for survival, decreasing communication between cells to protect
them, and conserving energy to out wait threats such as too little food, oxygen, warmth,
water or other danger.

If any of these specific types of survival responses get stuck, the particular pathway leads to a
specific disease. I describe a specific example of this from a 2016 study by Naviaux showing
that chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) reflects a hypometabolic state of freeze.

Cell Danger Responses Involve Basic Functions at the
Cellular Level
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Naviaux’ studies show what is happening in the body by measuring metabolic byproducts of
mitochondrial functions.

These metabolomic studies reflect what a body is doing in the present moment. They give an
idea of the different cellular processes, such as the ones named above, that are happening.
This helps one see what states of cell danger responses and activity are currently happening.

In health, the cell danger response is a mechanism by which our cells and physiologies alter
their function on a moment to moment basis to respond to current circumstances.

This happens in cells and tissues all over our bodies at any given moment.

Cell danger responses lead to changes in the following kinds of functions:

rigidity and strength of boundaries in cell walls:  this aims to keep threat out (such as
viruses and bacteria) or allow protectors in (such as white blood cells that clear out
pathogens to prevent or manage infections )
self destruction: cells are able to destroy themselves and do so for many reasons, such
as to capture an infectious particle, bacteria or virus; enclose it, and then die on purpose
as a way to prevent the spread of that infection
gut wall absorption: cell walls and junctions can increase or decrease what should be
absorbed or kept out
mitochondria: changes in function vary between energy production and cellular defense
depending on the circumstances and what is needed; they cannot long maintain 100%
function cell defense at the same time as maintaining 100% energy production
metabolism: the body needs different types of fuel depending on survival states and
circumstances and also affects whether to store fuel or mobilize and make it
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immediately available
fight and flight needs pathways that allow for greater sugar availability and
consumption
states of relative freeze and shut down prefer energy efficient fat as fuel and
therefore use pathways that change how cholesterol is made and stored

immune system:
the body alternates between periods when it increases its sensitivity, creates and
delivers more white blood cells and inflammation – and periods when it is unable
to mount good defenses against viruses, fungi and bacteria (such as in freeze)

As in the previous example, any prolongation of the cell functions listed above would reflect a
CDR that has gotten stuck and that leads to a particular disease.

These changes that are part of the CDR are designed to protect cells, tissues, organs and the
rest of the body.

They are also designed to maximize our survival.

In health, the cell danger response is a process that maximizes health by facilitating defense,
recovery after threat and injury, and healing.

The problem occurs when the cell danger response gets turned on or prolonged and doesn’t
shift back when the threat resolves or goes away.

This is the new paradigm of disease.

Among many other things, it explains why so many different events can trigger diseases even
though they vary enormously from person to person.

Studies in all kinds of diseases show this very phenomenon, which is that one or more of the 4
groups of environmental stressors listed above can trigger type 1 diabetes in one person,
ME/CFS in another, type 2 diabetes in a third, MS in a fourth and have no effect and cause no
illness in a fifth.

Chronic Illnesses Reflect Cell Danger Responses Stuck in
the “On” Position
Our cells, tissues, hormones and and natural chemicals each react in their own ways in the
presence of threat.

The direction in which cells and tissues respond depends on whether the body is orienting
towards threat with the acute stress CDR that is part of the fight or flight sympathetic nervous
system response, and which mobilizes to escape or overcome the danger.
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Another direction a cell danger response can take is the freeze or hypometabolic state, which
shuts down to conserve all energy that is not necessary for survival in hopes of living long
enough to out wait an overwhelming threat (this is what I describe in a post about ME/CFS).

Because every cell is designed to be able to protect itself, any cell or tissue can get caught in
loops of an ongoing, prolonged cell danger responses.

Cells are designed to emerge from the state of survival once the threat is gone or overcome.
Cells then complete the cycle of healing and return to their baseline functions that focus on
metabolism and other bodily functions rather than defense.

When cell danger responses become overwhelmed by threat, and are unable to successfully
escape, they can get prolonged and unable to recover. This is what causes symptoms.

In most cases of persistent chronic illness lasting for > 3–6 months, mitochondria are not
dysfunctional. They are just stuck in a developmental stage that was intended to be temporary,
unable to complete the healing cycle (Naviaux, 2018, p. 13).

Example of Type 2 Diabetes, Metabolic Syndrome and a
Fight / Flight Insulin CDR

Insulin is a hormone that helps sugar enter cells to be stored for later use.

In health, our bodies influence whether sugar should be stored or kept available for immediate
use.

In health, our nervous systems guide this process according to what is happening on a
11/19
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moment to moment basis.

If all is calm and we are eating a meal in safety, such as among the companionship of friends,
our parasympathetic nervous system guides digestion, tells insulin to rise and stores the sugar
molecules into cells when we digest.

If, however, we are under threat, our nervous systems guide insulin in a different direction and
send completely different instructions.

During states of sympathetic arousal and fight or flight, our bodies can do 4 things to make
sugar more available for our survival needs:

1. Tell our cells to resist insulin’s effects so that sugar stays outside in the blood stream
instead of entering and being stored.

2. Decrease insulin production to prevent sugar from entering cells for storage.
3. Release stored stored sugar.
4. Make sugar from molecules we have on hand.

The effect of these commands means that in times of stress and fight or flight, sugar is
increased and remains in the blood to be more freely available for muscles to use as fuel to
fight or flee. Adrenaline and cortisol help increase blood sugar levels  in such states.

If a CDR associated with the insulin sugar pathway of fight or flight becomes prolonged it may
lead to diseases associated with increased blood sugar levels combined with insulin
resistance, such as:

type 2 diabetes
the metabolic syndrome
hypertension
overweight
high cholesterol
heart disease

A study begun during World War II followed women who were pregnant during a siege and
famine known as the Dutch Hunger Winter. It and many other studies in a field known as the
Fetal Origins of Adult Disease have since shown that diseases of insulin resistance and the
metabolic syndrome are greatly increased following prenatal stress. In other words, these
diseases are not purely the result of overeating and inactivity although these activities may
serve as triggers in those who have an underlying or pre-existing CDR of this type.

The study has since shown that the effects of prenatal stress shape health not only in the baby
throughout his or her lifetime but also increase risk for metabolic syndrome in the next
generation .

Example of Type 1 Diabetes and a Different Fight / Flight

(11)
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Insulin CDR
My first wonderings about whether chronic disease might reflect intelligent but misguided
states of normal physiology came while thinking about type 1 diabetes.

Type 1 diabetes appears to reflect a slightly different phase of the sympathetic fight flight
response at a cellular level than type 2 diabetes and diseases of insulin resistance.

Type 2 diabetes, the more common form of diabetes, is commonly believed to reflect a state of
overwhelm from too much sugar and a body that gets stuck trying to store it as high amounts
of fat.

As I mentioned above, type 2 diabetes may also reflect a cell danger response caught in the
phase of fight flight that maintains states of resistance to insulin and a focus on producing
and releasing high amounts of sugar.

Type 1 diabetes appears to reflect a different aspect of the fight flight response which is
caused by little to no insulin. The disease is preceded for many years or even decades by
removal of the insulin-producing cells of the pancreas. Naviaux describes this as a common
phenomenon of diseases from the perspective of the CDR, which is that diseases can develop
months or years after the initial threat or triggering event has passed.

The CDR perspective suggests that type 1 diabetes is a disease in which a prolonged phase of
fight flight is stuck in a state of sympathetic overactivity and unable to return to baseline.

In this state, the body actively tries to keep insulin low, as it does in a healthy fight flight
response. If prolonged for years or decades, however, this cell danger response may guide the
body to intentionally remove insulin and destroy insulin producing cells because it is
attempting to maintain availability of sugar to fuel protective survival states of fight or flight.

From this view, autoimmune activity may be a purposeful part of the defensive response by a
body caught in a prolonged CDR – rather than a random attack on the self.

Example of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and a Freeze /
Hypometabolic CDR
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I recently described Naviaux’s 2016 study finding that c hronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS)
reflects of state of hypometabolic function similar to freeze and hibernation.

In this disease, extreme and debilitating levels of fatigue and other symptoms are all made
worse by physical and cognitive exercise, including activities that require focused
concentration or calculations and other brain activity.

These symptoms are not caused by laziness, inactivity, deconditioning / poor physical
condition, or a genetic defect. While one or more different types of infections, toxins, physical
or psychological traumas trigger the disease and may even remain as ongoing triggers, all of
these environmental stressors cause symptoms because they trigger the same hypometablic
CDR .

This CDR is found in c. elegans, a tiny worm that has been studied extensively and that is
known to enter states of “dauer” or freeze when exposed to conditions it cannot escape from
or fight. In worms, such conditions include:

low oxygen
drought
excessive cold
excessive heat
insufficient food

The hypometabolic state of freeze, like fight and flight, is a healthy, normal physiological state
of defense that occurs at the cellular level and that can become prolonged throughout the
body to lead to disease.

Just as the worm enters this state because of overwhelming threat and not for “psychological

(12)
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reasons,” so too can humans.

And in such states any increase in activity threaten the survival based CDR of last resort to
potentially intensify it. Learn more in this post or download the free kindle or pdf of the post
below.

Other Examples of Disease and Possible CDRs
Other examples of healthy defensive responses that can lead to different diseases because of
the CDR – and therefore the specific symptoms – they can cause if they become prolonged
include:

Mitochondrial energy production:
chronic fatigue syndrome ME/CFS and fatigue in other diseases  if they get stuck in
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the healthy death-like defense response of last resort known as freeze,  which
reduces energy consumption to help an organism survive overwhelming threat
that cannot be out run or fought (see my full post on Chronic Fatigue and the CDR )
heart disease, metabolic syndrome, hypertension, insulin resistance, diabetes,
PTSD, OCD, bipolar may reflect when a CDR gets caught in states of increased
energy that naturally raise blood pressure, heart rate, blood clotting, inflammation,
insulin resistance, adrenaline, cortisol, or heart rate; leave you wired and unable to
relax, settle, or connect to yourself or others

Histamine levels that rise too easily due to increased sensitivity to small stressors that
lead to MAST cell activation disorders, anaphylactic food allergies , …
Cholesterol production patterns that increase risk for heart disease or metabolic
syndrome
Gut microbiome and absorption patterns that lead either to to leaky cell walls and
junctions between cells to allow for increased absorption of particles that are not usually
allowed to exit the bowel, or to excessively strong boundaries that prevent absorption of
important nutrients. These are components of bowel dysfunction and may underlie
inflammatory bowel disease, irritable bowel syndrome, ME/CFS
Immune responses, including T helper cell functions known as  “TH1” and “TH2” that
become overly sensitive to stressors or that actively help destroy cells that the nervous
system perceives as no longer appropriate (this may be what drives autoimmune
diseases such as type 1 diabetes; ME/CFS, RA, MS, lupus and many others)
and many, many more

When Hormones Are Low, Adrenals (and Other Organs and
Tissues) are Heeding Instructions Rather than “Exhausted”
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Another example of how a cell danger response influences our physiology includes changes in
how sensitive our bodies can be to hormones and other compounds.

Cellular and tissue sensitivity is affected by a body’s state, including whether or not it is
operating in a cell danger response.

This is similar to what I described about insulin, which is intentionally decreased in quantity or
made less effective by making cells resistant to it in certain phases of the sympathetic state of
fight or flight.

Low levels of Vitamin D , as an example, is not necessarily due to faulty production or too little
sun exposure.

Cell danger responses guides how much Vitamin D our bodies make as well as how much they
want or need.

What this means is that low levels of Vitamin D can reflect a body that is more sensitive to its
effects.

Low levels of Vitamin D can also occur when molecules of Vitamin D are more active. In this
case, fewer molecules are needed to create the same effect and the body therefore needs and
produces less Vitamin D.

This is an example of how low levels of Vitamin D can be due to an intelligent, intentional state
rather than caused by a broken body or faulty biological process.
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One problem is that changes in Vitamin D occurring as part of a cellular defense response
influence inflammation. According to Naviaux this state can increase risk for the formation of
antibodies.

This may be one example of how a cell danger response and prolonged state of healthy
defense that cannot return to baseline influences and drives autoimmune diseases.

To restate this major shift in perspective about origins of disease, excessively high or low
levels of insulin (or vitamin D, or cholesterol, or cortisol, or histamine, etc) may reflect a
coordinated, intelligent, dedicated bodily response to perceived threat rather than a broken
function or an error.

End organ resistance during the CDR can affect all the major endocrine systems [pancreas,
thyroid, adrenals etc].

The most common forms of stimulus-response dysregulation lead to complex endocrine
syndromes that do not fit classical medical definitions of deficiency or failure because residual
hormone production can usually be shown by physiologic stimulation, but is suppressed.

These complex disorders have sometimes been called thyroid or adrenal exhaustion syndromes
(Naviaux, 2018).

In other words, certain levels of chemicals and hormones in our bodies can be low because
they are intentionally suppressed. If circumstances change, they can produce the chemicals
without difficulty because they aren’t broken or exhausted but are instead following
instructions.

In summary,

The new paradigm for making sense of chronic illness is about the cell danger response.

Illness is not an error.

It is not a psychological or personality defect.

It is not due to a body that is “broken.”

Disease arises when our bodies perceive that certain states are necessary for our survival and are
caught in a loop they cannot exit in order to heal as they are designed to do.

I’ll introduce more concepts about nervous system physiology, the cell danger response and
implications for treatment in future posts.

Related Reading:
A video presentation by Dr. Robert Naviaux explaining the cell danger response (and autism
study)
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